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OBJECTIVES 
In the fall of 1997, Professor David J. Brophy plans to teach his Venture Capital 
class with a new approach, the student-produced case study. Prof. Brophy is the 
Director of the Office for the Study of Private Equity Finance at the University of 
Michigan Business School. He also has taught the Finance 625 course, Venture 
Capital and Private Equity Finance, for a number of years. The purpose of this 
paper is twofold: to assess the possibility of using 'Growth Capital Symposium" 
firms as models for cases, and to present an outline on how to write a business 
case. 

PART ONE 
In May of 1997, the 17th Annual Growth Capital Symposium will be held in Ann 
Arbor, Michigan. The Growth Capital Symposium has proven itself to be effective 
in bringing companies together with investors. In its 16-year history, the 
Symposium has helped over 350 growing companies raise nearly $200 million in 
growth capital. Prof. Brophy started this symposium and has been instrumental in 
each of the years' events. He opines that there are many outstanding learning 
opportunities from the stories of past participating companies and investors. My 
first task was to contact company representatives from 6 of these symposiums and 
to access weather their firms would be willing to participate as case studies. 

I attempted to contact the 132 firms that presented themselves as investment 
opportunities in the Growth Capital Symposium from 1985 through 1990 
inclusively. I could only track down 27 firms still in existence. The phone 
numbers for the remaining firms produced different parties or were disconnected. 
AT&T information was sought for the remaining firms. This additional 
information produced some successes, these are included in the 27 firms tracked 
down. The fact that merely 20.45% of the presenting companies were still viable 7 
to 12 years after attending the symposium was not alarming. It was, in fact, 
encouraging that over 10% (the industry norm for growth company survival) were 
still viable. I theorize that this relatively high survival percentage is due to the 
thorough screening done by the Office for the Study of Private Equity Finance 
before companies are allowed to participate. 

Of the 27 surviving companies, 8 showed strong interest in participating in the case 
studies, 13 showed milder interest, depending mostly on the disclosure involved, 
and 6 showed no interest at all. A summary of the candidates is presented at the 
end of this report. A more-detailed listing of every company that I attempted to 
contact, and the results, follow the summary. 

These results are encouraging. If no other companies are persuaded, enough 
interest was generated to have one company per group of 5-7 students (based on 
typical class size) next fall. More work will have to be done this summer in 



gathering firm-specific information and deciding the date for the cases and which 
issues to analyze. 

PART TWO 
In the second and final portion of this paper, I will give some background on the 
case method of learning, and present some accumulated thoughts on how best to 
prepare a case. Immediately following this section, I will attempt to present a 
document suitable as a 'hand-out' for the class next fall. I intend the 'hand-out' to 
be a document that gives the student a framework of how to prepare a case, with 
an emphasis on preparing a case dealing with venture capital issues. 

The business case originated at Harvard Business School in the early 1920s. At 
that time, there was little research and limited published material on the subject of 
business policy. The activities of formulating policy, determining strategy and 
structuring organizations to pursue company objectives, however, had been 
practiced for hundreds of years. The case method was developed whereby specific 
and typical business situations are placed before the student for analysis and 
discussion. Although pioneered at Harvard, the case method has since been 
adopted for use at hundreds of business schools as a pedagogical approach. 

The value of the case method is not centered on individual problems. Rather, it is 
centered on the types of problems that confront top executives every day. The 
decisions that these individuals make effect entire organizations thereby 
transcending individual functional areas' problems. Carryover value from one case 
to the next, stems from the accumulation of experiences and the rationale for each 
decision, based of different set of facts. The overriding purpose of the case is to 
draw useful generalizations that can be applied to most companies, regardless of 
industry. 

With Dr. Brophy's focus on private equity finance, the value of the proposed cases 
is to determine a fair exchange of company ownership for funds and expertise 
delivered by investors. With that said, I will focus the remainder of this paper on 
how to collect and present company information in a case format. 

The students preparing the cases can be thought of as research assistants. As such, 
they must be relied on to not only prepare the teaching material which is used, but 
also to bring back from the field an appreciation of reality. 

Though there is no standard formula, there are certain guidelines that consistently 
lead to better cases. These include guidelines on case focus, case data, and case 
organization. Moreover, the case collection process is itself more of an art than a 
science, yet certain approaches have seemed to work better than others. I will 



attempt to summarized the practices that have worked best in the past, and apply 
them to the Finance 625, Venture Capital, context. 

Case focus means the key decision or decisions facing the managers at the time of 
the case. This will tend to be more of a given in Finance 625, as the professor will 
be familiar with the cases and know which decisions to focus on. Generally 
speaking, the narrower the focus, the better. 

However, having a decision focus does not mean that the reader will automatically 
know what to do with the case. Often, the decision-maker concentrates on the 
symptoms or effects of an underlying problem, rather than the problem itself. The 
research assistant needs to put the problem in perspective, giving a frame of 
reference around which to view the ensuing information. 

Case data comes both from library and field research. The Kresge Business 
Administration Library (KBAL) affords the research assistant an extraordinary 
amount of information and should suffice for background material. The staff at 
KBAL is an underutilized asset, prior consultation with the knowledgeable staff 
can save the researchers from wasting time and effort. 

The types of information to secure from the library include data on all or most of 
the company's competitors, suppliers and customers. It should also include 
information on the economic, social, legal and political environments facing the 
company. Demographic data and local area information should also be provided 
where applicable. 

Company strategy, objectives, finances, internal operations, products, services and 
competitive/comparative advantages must also be covered. Additionally, 
background material on company executives and personnel help bring the case to 
life by providing personality and preference hints. Direct quotations from top 
executives, the higher, the better, add to the credibility and believability of the 
case. 

Field research involves personal contact and interviews with people outside the 
University of Michigan Business School. It is very important that the researcher 
be well prepared to not only get the most out of the interviews, but also to secure 
pertinent information from whatever source available. Being well prepared also 
reflects well on the School and may foster a cooperative response to the next 
inquiring party. 

It is imperative for the researcher to make an appointment with each interviewee. 
By learning about the industry, company and interviewee beforehand, the interview 
can clarify issues and crystallize business situations into real problems. 



Sometimes, a company may be wary of going 'open kimono' with its financial 
data. When this happens, a good triek-of-the-trade is to offer the use of a 
disguising constant to be applied to all financial data. This should be offered only 
when the research assistant feels that the company would not participate in the 
case-study program otherwise. 

Researchers are well reminded that they are looking for facts, not for evidence to 
support preconceived notions, especially when contrary information is present. 
Finally, researchers in Finance 625 should promise nothing to the companies but a 
chance to read and approve the student-produced case, and to sit in on the class 
discussion of the case. 

Successful past experiences suggest the following approaches be undertaken 
during the interviews. Frame question to ask for the benefits of the person's 
experiences, rather than asking about problems". Be prepared to guide the 
conversation with intelligent questions, but do not preplan the interview to the 
extent that the executive is precluded from offering ideas or pertinent information 
that may have been unforeseen. Do not be argumentative; discover and report 
facts and opinions without influencing them. Finally, do not waste the 
interviewee's time by being ill-prepared or late. 

Talking to managers also gives the researchers an opportunity to observe the 
surroundings. Taking mental, written or tape-recorded notes should -include 
observations on the day-to-day operations. Some areas to look for are: office 
efficiency, frequency of interruptions, pressures on the interviewees, degree of 
interest in the case process, office appearance and office/plant location in respect 
to each other and the rest of the town. 

Case organization is somewhat standardized in business cases. The stage is set in 
the opening paragraphs. Information is presented chronologically and in the past 
tense, wherever practicable. The case is sequenced from the general to the specific 
and from the external to the internal. Paragraphs should include but one basic 
theme. The focus of the case is revisited at its conclusion. 

In Finance 625, the case focus will be given, as will the date of the case. This will 
make writing the openings and conclusions of the cases easier for the writers. 

After the stage is set in the opening, the reader must be brought up-to-date with 
respect to the company. Background information on the organization, its 
managers and the environment are examples of the types of information found 
here. In essence, this section will answer the question of how the company got to 
this point. 



Next, a description of the external environment is given. This will include 
information on the suppliers, competitors, and market situations. Products, 
services and customer information follow this section. From here, the case should 
go into the various fimctional areas of the company, from most to least important 
(case dependent). Since Venture Capital and Private Equity Finance deals 
primarily with finance, this is an obvious candidate to be discussed first. It should 
also be noted that not all areas need to be addressed in every case. The areas 
included will bear witness to the researchers' ability to decipher the important 
issues and disregard the trivial. 

Before concluding the case, the researcher should introduce any outsiders 
involved. In Finance 625, this would be the potential investors. The case should 
outline what each party will "bring to the table" and the stakes involved. 

Ending the case with the case focus helps bring it to a logical conclusion. This will 
help readers orient themselves to the decisions at hand and start their analysis. 

Exhibits, likewise, need to be well organized. Tables, charts, financial statements, 
forms, maps, etc. may be used as exhibits. These exhibits should be numbered 
sequentially in the order of their reference in the text. Specific reference to the 
source or sources of the material should be given at the bottom of each exhibit. 

CONCLUSION 
In this paper, I have attempted to gauge the viability of using companies from past 
Growth Capital Symposiums as case studies for Professor Brophy's Venture 
Capital class next fall. After contacting companies from 6 of the past 16 years of 
the symposium, I have concluded that this is a viable option. Data from this study 
is presented at the end of this report. 

Next, I set out to describe how to collect information and actually write a case 
study, with emphasis on the proposed Finance 625 case studies. What follows on 
the next 2 pages is an abbreviated list of activities to be used while collecting and 
writing these case studies. 



FINANCE 625, CASE-STUDY HANDOUT #1 

PREPARATION 

1. Company, case focus and date: to be provided by the instructor. 

2. Case data collection, before the interviews: the packet of information 
accompanying the assignment is a good starting point. Further information will be 
available in the Kresge Bus. Ad. Library and on the World Wide Web. Some 
suggested sources of information for private and public companies include; 
• Company web sites • Compact Disclosure 
• LEXIS/NEXIS • Industry trade journals 
• Dow Jones News • SEC filings (EDGAR) 
• CD Private / CD Public • Who's Who 
• Bloomberg • Affiliated UMBS personnel and alumni 

3. Suggestions for company executive interviews (field research). 
• Frame question to ask for the benefits of the person's experiences, rather than 
asking about "problems". 
• Be prepared to guide the conversation with intelligent questions, but do not 
preplan the interview to the extent that the executive is precluded from offering 
ideas or pertinent information that may have been unforeseen. 
• Do not be argumentative; discover and report facts and opinions without 
influencing them. 
• Take mental, written or tape-recorded notes in a manner that will not slow the 
pace of the interview. 
• Observe the company's attitudes and surroundings, this may include: office 
efficiency, frequency of interruptions, pressures on the interviewees, degree of 
interest in the case process, office appearance and office/plant location in respect 
to each other and the rest of the town. 
• Do not waste the interviewee's time by being ill-prepared or late. 

Finally, researchers in Finance 625 should promise nothing to the companies but a 
chance to read and approve the case, and to sit in on the class discussion of the 
case. 



FINANCE 625, CASE-STUDY HANDOUT #2 

SEQUENCE FOR WRITING THE CASE 

1. Set the stage in the introduction. Frame the business decision(s) that will 
be the focus of the case. 

2. Bring the reader up-to-date on how the company got to this point. 
• Include background on the company, the key decision-makers, and the local 
area that the company operates in. 

3. Describe the external environment. 
• Include information on suppliers, competitors, market environment, and any 
trends in the marketplace. 

4. Describe how the company fits into this environment. 
• Include information on current and proposed products and/or services and the 
customers, who have needs that these products and/or services meet. 

5. Describe the company's functional area(s) of interest. 
• For example, how the financial decisions have been made in the past. 
• Any other functional area that has a direct impact on the focus of the case. 

6. Introduce any outsiders to the case. 
• Include all options for financing, etc. available to the company at the time of 
the case (actual term sheets make great exhibits). 

7. Conclude by revisiting the focus of the case. What decisions need to be 
made, by whom, and when must they be made by? 

8. Exhibits (tables, charts, financial statements, forms, maps, etc.). 
• Number in the order of reference in the text. 
• Put the source(s) of the material at the bottom of each exhibit. 

Additionally: 
• Present information chronologically, whenever possible. 
• Use the past tense (this will allow the case to be used in the future). 
• Have one basic theme per paragraph, all sentences should support that theme. 
• Use executive quotes liberally to help bring the case to life for the reader. 
• Do not add extraneous information or information that the executives did not 
have at the time of the case. 
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